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Abstract

The ternary alloy, MgYNi , was synthesized by mechanical alloying (MA). Its microscopic structures and hydriding properties were4

studied. The annealing of the alloy at 773 K was also studied. The alloy consists of nanocrystals of less than 10 nm in diameter. The
capacity of the hydrogen atoms in the alloy increases with the increasing size of the nanocrystals. The crystal structure was found to be
the C15 type Laves phase structure for the MA-treated alloy, while crystal structure of the as annealed alloy was the ordered C15 type
structure which is conventionally called C15b type and is formally called AuBe type structure. The hydrogen capacity in the alloy might5

have a strong relation to the atomic arrangement of this alloy.  2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction 2. Experimental

In order to improve the hydride properties, such as The alloy examined in this work, MgYNi , was syn-4

dissolution capacity and hydride or dehydride tempera- thesized from the two intermetallic compounds, MgNi2

tures, materials in a non-equilibrium state have been and YNi , by MA [6]. The crystal structures of the two2

intensively investigated. Nanostructured Mg Ni alloy syn- alloys are known to be the Laves phase structure: the2
2thesized by mechanical alloying (MA) shows a high former is the MgNi -type, hP6 /mmc-(4e)(4f ) (6g)(6h),2 3

dissolution capacity — about six or seven times larger than C36-type structure, and the latter is the MgCu -type,2
¯the capacity in the bulk of the same alloy [1,2]. Moreover, cFd3m-(8a)(16d), C15-type structure. The MA was car-

the amorphous MgNi alloy, which is also synthesized by ried out for 80 h by the use of ball mill machine, Fritsch-
the MA-treatment of the Mg Ni alloy with additional P7, with a rotation speed of 400 rpm. After the MA, a heat2

elemental Ni powders, can contain several times more treatment at 773 K for 600 s was carried out. The
hydrogen atoms than the nanostructured Mg Ni alloy [3]. microstructures not only of the materials as-MA-treated2

These alloys were found to be in non-equilibrium states. but also of the as-annealed materials were investigated by
The microstructures of some MA-treated Mg–Ni alloys electron microscopy. The effects of the heat treatment are

and of several ternary alloys with transition metals has also studied.
been investigated by electron microscopy [4–8]. In this Since the materials obtained are in the form of mi-
paper, the microstructures of the ternary alloy, MgYNi , crometer-sized powders, specimens for the electron micro-4

are reported. Details of the hydrogen properties will be scopy are prepared by the focused ion beam technique
reported elsewhere [9]. using an FIB machine (FB2000) [10,11]. The FIB machine

is one of the most useful machines for making submicron-
sized powders thin enough for electron microscopic ob-
servation. An example thinned by the FIB technique is
presented in Fig. 1. The Ga ion beam runs from the top left*Corresponding author. Tel.: / fax: 181-852-32-6402.

E-mail address: kitano@riko.shimane-u.ac.jp (Y. Kitano). to the bottom right of the figure. The dark irregular part
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Fig. 2. Bright field images of the MA-treated MgYNi alloy. The imageFig. 1. Example of the TEM specimen prepared by the FIB method. 4

contrasts come from the difference in the orientation of the nanocrystals.

are measured and the statistics are carried out. Histogramsseen against the Ga-ion beam is tungsten which has been
of the diameter of the nanocrystals are presented in Fig.deposited on the top of the powders in order to protect the
4(a) for the MA-treated alloy and in Fig. 4(b) for thedirect bombardment of the Ga ions. One powder particle
annealed alloy; the average size of the diameters is foundand a half are thinned in Fig. 1. They are mounted in the
to be 5 or 6 nm, and 8 or 9 nm, respectively. Comparingresin.

The electron microscopes JEM 4000EX and JEM 3000F
were employed in this work.

3. Results and discussion

The dissolution capacity of hydrogen atoms was mea-
sured to be 0.78 mass% for the MA-treated MgYNi alloy.4

This value corresponds to 0.44 in the ratio (H/M) of
hydrogen atom (H) to metal atom (M). In the annealed
alloy, the capacity increases up to 0.85 mass% and the
ratio H/M to 0.49. A ratio of hydrogen atom to one Mg
atom (H/Mg) may be estimated multiplying by six to the
ratio H/M. Values of H/Mg, therefore, can be estimated as
2.6 and 2.9 for both materials. Details on the hydrogen
properties will be reported elsewhere [9].

An example of electron micrographs using low magnifi-
cation is presented in Fig. 2 for the 80 h MA-treated
MgYNi alloy. An example of electron micrographs for the4

600 s annealed MgYNi alloy is presented in Fig. 3. The4

contrasts seen in the bright field images result from a
difference in the crystallographic orientations. These mi-
crographs show that both alloys are in a state of homoge- Fig. 3. Bright field images of the annealed MgYNi alloy. The image4

neous nanostructures. The diameters of the nanocrystals contrasts come from the differences in the orientation of the nanocrystals.
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Fig. 5. Example of a high resolution image showing the nanocrystal state
of the MA-treated alloy.

Fig. 4. Histograms of diameter of the nanocrystals measured in the bright
atom, an Y atom and two Ni atoms, might play anfield images. (a) Histogram for the MA-treated alloy; the average size is 5

or 6 nm in diameter. (b) Histogram for the annealed alloy; the average important role.
size is 8 or 9 nm in diameter.

4. Conclusionthe size of nanocrystals between these two alloys, crystal
growth due to annealing is confirmed.

The ternary alloy, MgYNi , synthesized by MA isIn high-resolution images, the lattice fringes are clearly 4

investigated by electron microscopy. The alloy shows aseen in the individual nanocrystals. Examples are given in
Figs. 5 and 6, corresponding to the MA-treated and
annealed alloys, respectively. Boundaries between
nanocrystals, however, are not imaged clearly. The speci-
men thickness and superposition of the nanocrystals might
be the reasons for this vagueness.

The electron diffraction patterns of the alloys consist of
Debye rings. The Debye rings from the MA-treated
materials can be interpreted by the C15-type structure. The
diffraction pattern is presented in the upper part of Fig. 7.
The Debye rings are rather broad and dull. In the lower
part of Fig. 7, the diffraction pattern from the annealed
alloy is presented. The Debye rings have become sharp and
some new diffraction lines have appeared. These new
diffraction lines can be interpreted by the ordering in the
C15 Laves phase. This means that the Mg and Y atoms are
in the ordered state, occupying the 8a sites of the space

¯group of cFd3m of the C15 type structure. The ordered
structure is conventionally called C15b Laves phase and is
known to be an AuBe -type structure, whose space group5

¯is cF43m-(4a)(4c)(16e).
Probable atomic site for hydrogen have been thought to

be the center of a tetrahedral site (T-site) in the Laves
phase structure. In the AuBe -type structure (C15b), a Fig. 6. Example of a high resolution image showing the nanocrystal state5

tetrahedron which is made of four atoms, that is, an Mg of the annealed alloy.
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homogeneous state of nanostructure having a size of less
than 10 nm in diameter. The hydrogen atom capacity
increases with the size of the nanocrystals. Less than three
hydrogen atoms per Mg atom are included in the materials.


